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The Liberators use the bunq API to 
streamline business administration 
and power internal management 
dashboards.

The Liberators is a two-person company that helps 
organizations get rid of old-fashioned and dehumanizing ways 
of working, and switch to Agile, Scrum and Liberating 
Structures. They opened a bunq Business account in May 2018, 
automated their financial administration with the help of the 
bunq API in 2 days, and have enjoyed using bunq since.

The Liberators opted for opening a bank account at bunq 
because bunq offered a means for business innovation, not 
just a bank account. They utilized the bunq API to build 
custom automation solutions that let them focus on delivering 
value to their customers.

In just 2 days, the company developed connections of their 
bunq account with all the tools they use internally. In 
particular, they adopted the bunq API to do the following:

• build their own connector between bunq and Exact;
• make automatic reservations for VAT and other taxes 

to a separate bunq account;
• synchronize account balances to their management 

dashboards.

More than just a business bank account

The company automated financial administration and freed 
up time for working on the international expansion of the 
business. In just one year, The Liberators managed to grow 
into an organization that reshapes industry giants and 
governmental institutions like KPN, LEGO, TomTom, and the 
Dutch Police.

Outcome

"We use it with Exact primarily for our bookkeeping. For 
making VAT reservations, we have connected bunq with 
Harvest - our invoicing platform. Finally, we use Cyfe for 
reporting from the various platforms we use for our business 
(about 20-25)."

- Christiaan Verwijs, Co-Founder at The Liberators

"It took us between 2 and 3 days to integrate with bunq. The 
connector with Exact was the most difficult, mostly due to the 
documentation for their API. It was really easy to get the data 
from bunq."

- Christiaan Verwijs, Co-Founder at The Liberators

The Liberators use more than 20 platforms to sustain their 
business. About a quarter of them are data fueled with the 
bunq API.

"bunq’s API helped us reduce our time 
spent on tedious administration as well as 
keeping a close eye on our financials."

- Christiaan Verwijs, Co-Founder at The 
Liberators

/v1/session-server
/v1/user
/v1/user/monetary-account-bank
/v1/user/monetary-account/payment

Endpoints used

"The bunq API is different because it's all 
realtime! You scan an invoice, pay it and 
immediately see the account balance 
updated. Your administration is 
automatically updated in real time as well. 
Magic!"

- Christiaan Verwijs, Co-Founder at The 
Liberators
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